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STATE LEVEL BANKERS COMM TEE. KERALA
(Under Lead Bank Scheme of RBI)

Ref: Kerala SLBC:COVID:ADVICE:2 5: 160 :ZOZ0

To: All Member Banks

2Bth October 2O2O

2SthAdvisory on Strict compliance of COVID-19 protocols within and outside Bank
premises

0f late, it has been noticed that the Member Banks have not been following the strict
COVID-19 protocols and SOP issued with regard to the functioning of branches in the State.

This has resulted in the District Administrations taking a very serious view which
culminated in one of the branches of our Member Banks being asked to close down for six
days till 2nd November 2020. Consequently the matter has been taken up with the highest
level .in the Government of I(erala and the District Administration concerned and the
information gathered reveals a huge gathering of customers inside and outside the branch
premises which according to them is a major concern regarding the spread of the disease,

While reiterating the point that the Branch Manager does not have any authority or powers
to manage the crowd outside the Branch premises, it was felt that the branch ought to take
minimum safety precautions to avoid crowding of the customers at the entrance of the
branch.

After due deliberation, the following points have emerged to be strictly complied with by
Branches to avoid any adverse Orders by District Administrations/Sectoral Magistrates:

1. There should not be more than five to six customers within the branch premises at any
point of time depending upon the size of the premises.

2. All the customers and the staff within the premises have to ensure wearing of mask and
social distancing.

3. Air-conditioning within the branch should not be switched on. However, wherever
requirement is inevitable, considering the layout of the premises the air-conditioning shall
be switched on at temperature more than 24oC as advised by the MHA Gol vide their SOP
dt.04.06.2020 [Copy enclosed. Refer point no 4. Xxii),

4. In so far as the crowd management outside the premises is concerned, the following to
be strictly ensured:

aJ All customers entering the premises should properly sanitise their hands and wearing
mask. Branch to ensure proper facility for the same are made available at the entrance,
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bJ To avoid crowding at the grill gate/entrance, branches should make seating arrangements by
providing chairs with floor marking duly ensuring social distancing to the maximum possibll
area available immediately outside the branch entrance. If this is ensured and the crowd
immediately outside the branch premises is so managed, the District Administration/Sectoral
Magistrate will not find fault with the Branch-in-Charge.

c) Wherever possible and required, a shamiana/panthal may be erected and suitable
arrangements made and ensure that the customers to the extent of chairs arranged are seated in
the chairs with due social distancing so that the crowding is avoided.

d) It should be ensured that the chairs are not rearranged in a manner in which it will defeat the
social distancing norms,

e) Any customers or crowd beyond the number of seats arranged will be managed by the
Police/District Administration if found necessary.

fJ Vide our 24th Advisory dt. 15.10.2020, we have advised staggering of account holders
according to Savings Bank account numbers and it is advisable to iisue iokens to identify the
customers permitted to visit the branches at that particular time on that day. This will enable the
Police/District Administration to identify non customers/ineligible customers from hanging
around outside branch premises.

gJ Since traditionally there is a surge in the footfall during the beginning of the month on account
of releasing salary/pension/reliei."rrr."r, it is advisable to make ir.rng.-"nt to deploy a
security person to manage the crowd outside the branch premises during this period wherever
felt necessary.

As advised earlier vide our S0P dt, 28.07.2020, wherever the branch is not able to control the
crowd of customers outside the branch, the Local Administration may be requested in writing by
the Branch and BCs to assist in maintaining social distancing, law and oider and controlled
entry into the branch premises.

Ail Member Banks are requested to advise their branches to strictly follow the protocols failing
which we may be unable to counter the order for closure of branches if found violating the IaiJ
down protocols in future,

It is noted that such violations are happening more in the northern Districts of the State and
special care and guidance to be issued to the Regional Offices/Branches operating at these
centres.

To avoid footfalls in the branches maximum customers to be diverted to the Business
Correspondents and ATMs duly ensuring that the ATMs are fully operational and sufficiently
loaded with cash and protocols maintained.

to take note of the above for due-compliance.
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